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Mass Palestinian hunger strike in Israeli jails ends after 
visitation deal 
Prisoners led by Marwan Barghouti halt protest as Israel announces it will allow a second 
family visit each month 
Peter BeaumontLast modified on Sunday 28 May 2017 07.55 AEST 

A mass hunger strike by Palestinian prisoners in Israeli jails has been called to an end after 
41 days as Israel offered a compromise deal to meet some of the strikers’ demands. 
The deal – on the eve of Ramadan, the Muslim month of fasting – means approximately 
800 prisoners, led by the prominent Palestinian prisoner Marwan Barghouti, will give up 
their protest in exchange for improved visitation rights. 
It suggests a rare recent success on the Palestinian side, and comes despite the repeated 
insistence by Israeli ministers – not least the public security minister, Gilad Erdan – that 
they would not give in to any of the strikers’ demands. 
There were reports that Donald Trump’s special envoy on the Middle East peace issue, 
Jason Greenblatt, discussed the strike with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, on 
Thursday. 
An Israeli prison service spokeswoman, Nicole Englander, said the hunger strike ended 
after Israel concluded a deal with the Palestinian Authority and the Red Cross for prisoners 
to receive a second family visit each per month. 
The prisoners’ two main demands had been for more frequent visits and for prisoners to be 
allowed to speak to their families on public phones under supervision. 
More than 6,000 Palestinians are currently in prison for offences linked to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. Charges range from stone throwing to weapons possession and attacks 
that killed or wounded Israeli civilians and soldiers. 
The timing of the hunger strike coincided with the run-up to the 50th anniversary of 
Israel’s seizure of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, including east Jerusalem, in the 1967 
six day war, which falls in early June. 
The strike provoked widespread demonstrations among Palestinians in solidarity with the 
protesters and clashes with Israeli security forces. 
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Barghouti is the most high-profile Palestinian jailed in Israel. The leader in Abbas’s Fatah 
movement was convicted of murder and sentenced to five life terms in 2004 over the 
killing of Israelis during the second Palestinian intifada, or uprising. 
Opinion polls have repeatedly showed that many Palestinians would like Barghouti to be 
their next president, and analysts believe the deal will improve his position in Palestinian 
politics. 
The Palestinian Authority prisoners’ affairs chief, Issa Qaraqe, said the deal had been 
concluded after 20 hours of talks. 
Qadoura Fares, who runs the Palestinian Prisoners’ Club, said negotiations took place 
between Israeli officials and a committee of prisoners, including Barghouti. 
The Israeli prison service, however, insisted the deal had been done not with prisoners’ 
representatives but with the Palestinian Authority and the International Committee of the 
Red Cross. 
On Thursday the ICRC warned that its doctors, who have been visiting the prisoners, were 
concerned about “potential irreversible health consequences”. 
Palestinians rallied behind the hunger strikers as national heroes, relishing a rare break 
from deep divisions between two rival political groups – the Islamic militant group Hamas, 
which runs Gaza, and Fatah, which governs in parts of the Israeli-occupied West Bank. 
Xavier Abu Eid, a spokesman for the Palestine Liberation Organisation, released a 
statement on Saturday saying that the hunger strike had “prevailed”. 
“This is an important step towards full respect of the rights of Palestinian prisoners under 
international law,” he said. “It is also an indication of the reality of the Israeli occupation 
which has left no option to Palestinian prisoners but to starve themselves to achieve basic 
rights they are entitled to under international law.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/25/hamas-executes-three-men-gaza-
mazen-faqha-killing-facebook 

Hamas kills three men in execution partially streamed on 
Facebook 
Three men executed by hanging and firing squad were convicted of involvement in killing 
senior military figure Mazen Faqha 
Peter BeaumontLast modified on Friday 26 May 2017 04.11 AEST 

Hamas has killed three men in Gaza accused of assassinating one of its senior members, in 
executions that appear to have been partially streamed live on Facebook. 
The broadcast on the page of Gaza Now, a local news outlet, raises further questions over 
Facebook’s ability to moderate violent content at a time when its moderation procedures 
are under scrutiny following leaks of files on how the company deals with controversial and 
offensive material. 
The shaky handheld footage, which appeared to have been filmed on a balcony, was 
described in Arabic as showing the executions. The Guardian could not verify its 
authenticity. 
Hamas’ interior ministry said two men were hanged on Thursday and one was killed by 
firing squad for their part in the killing of Mazen Faqha, a senior figure in the military wing 
of the Islamist group. 
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In the footage, only distant people, moving vehicles and what appears to be a gallows 
covered in black cloth are visible. The video appeared to show the same screened gallows 
structure seen in still photographs taken during its construction. 
A recording of the live broadcast, which lasted about 30 minutes, was later taken down. 
Since taking over the Gaza Strip in an armed coup in 2007, Hamas has executed 28 people 
who were sentenced to death by its courts, according to the Palestinian Center for Human 
Rights. 
Faqha, 38, was killed in a garage in his apartment building in March after dropping off his 
family. Hamas said the attacker used a weapon with a silencer, allowing him to escape 
undetected. 
Hamas accused Israel of killing Faqha through collaborators and launched a manhunt. 
Ashraf Abu Leila, Hisham al-Aloul and Abdallah al-Nashar were quickly tried, sentenced 
on 16 May and executed just over a week later, raising questions about the judicial process. 
The killings were condemned by the UN office of the high commissioner for human rights, 
which said the special field military court that issued the sentences “was constituted solely 
for this trial, the first such instance since the Hamas takeover of Gaza”. 
Human Rights Watch questioned the speed of the trial process and its reliability, and the 
use of the death penalty by Hamas. 
Sarah Leah Whitson, the executive director of HRW’s Middle East division, said: “Rushing 
to put men to death based on an unreviewable decision of a special military court, days 
after announcing their arrests and airing videoed confessions, smacks of militia rule, not 
the rule of law. 
“Reliance on confessions in a system where coercion, torture and deprivation of detainee’s 
rights are prevalent, and [there are] other apparent due process violations, further taint[s] 
the court’s verdicts. Death as government-sanctioned punishment is inherently cruel and 
always wrong, no matter the circumstance.” 
Speaking before the executions, Amnesty International said the court “utterly disregarded 
international fair trial standards”. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/24/israel-palestine-trump-arab-peace-
initiative 

The 'ultimate deal'? Trump's Middle East peace plan is 
actually 15 years old 
Several regional leaders have urged the administration to revive the Arab Peace Initiative, 
unveiled in 2002 and under which Arab states would recognize Israel in return for a 
Palestinian state in line with pre-1967 borders 

Ian BlackLast modified on Wednesday 24 May 2017 19.20 AEST 

If Donald Trump is going to pursue “the ultimate deal” between Israelis and Palestinians 
after his brief visits to Saudi Arabia, Israel and the occupied West Bank, the effort looks 
likely to be based on a 15-year-old peace plan that was barely noticed at the time, has been 
gathering dust ever since, but remains a rare green shoot in the arid landscape of Middle 
Eastern diplomacy. 
That plan was the Arab Peace Initiative (API), unveiled by the then Saudi Crown Prince 
Abdullah at a summit in Beirut in March 2002. Its launch was soon overshadowed by a far 
bigger, bloodier drama: a Palestinian suicide bombing that killed 29 elderly Israelis 
celebrating the Passover holiday. The worst attack of the second intifada triggered Israel’s 
direct reoccupation of the West Bank, which it had partly turned over to the PLO after 
the1993 Oslo accords. 
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But talk of the API has increased recently. The idea is simple: Arab states will recognise 
Israel in return for a Palestinian state, its capital in East Jerusalem, in line with the 
pre-1967 war borders. So far, only Egypt and Jordan have signed peace treaties with Israel, 
without any linkage to the Palestinian question. 
And interest now appears to be reviving – at least in Washington. 
Diplomats report that the Trump administration has been urged to revisit the plan by 
Egypt, Jordan and Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas, who sounded unusually upbeat 
after visiting the White House last month. Abbas and the US president met again in 
Bethlehem on Tuesday, but Trump made no mention either of Israel’s occupation or an 
independent Palestinian state. 
Along with the Saudis, the states that are keenest on the API are its neighbours the United 
Arab Emirates and Bahrain. The entire Arab League reaffirmed support for the initiative in 
2007 and repeated that at the last summit in Amman in late March. Syria and Iraq are of 
course preoccupied with their own grave crises. 
Now the Saudis and their allies are reportedly offering incentives – dangling the prospect 
of access for Israeli companies, direct communications and over-flight rights in exchange 
for freezing West Bank settlements and easing the blockade on the Gaza Strip, controlled 
by Hamas. The ideas were outlined in a paper shared among Gulf countries, according to 
the Wall Street Journal. 
These ideas build on significant below-the-radar trade and cooperation between Israel and 
those states, including discreet intelligence and security links. Diplomats describe a 
winning combination of Israel’s technical capabilities with Arab human intelligence assets. 
Hebrew markings have been seen on Israeli-manufactured ordnance used in the Saudi-led 
campaign against Houthi rebels in Yemen. The UAE is known to have bought military 
equipment from Israel. 
Israel’s announcement of greater freedoms for Palestinians to build in the part of the West 
Bank dominated by settlements was intended as a confidence-building measure. But that 
was overshadowed by tensions over hunger-striking Palestinian prisoners. 
Palestinians suspect that what looks like the dilution of the original API is designed to turn 
it into another “roadmap” for the incremental progress they have come to distrust since 
Oslo. Abbas’s unpopularity and the debilitating split between his Fatah movement and 
Hamas are further barriers to progress. 
Palestinians were suspicious of Arab states pursuing their own interests even before 
Israel’s creation in 1948, and the raison d’etre of the PLO from the mid-1960s was to boost 
Palestinian independence – not rely on others. 
Binyamin Netanyahu likes to boast that Israel gets on well with the Sunni Arab gulf states, 
which also oppose Iran – the standard bearer of the Shia world – and its Lebanese ally 
Hezbollah, which are both helping shore up Bashar al-Assad in Syria. Saudi Arabia and 
Israel both opposed the 2015 nuclear agreement with Iran. Trump’s adoption of the same 
anti-Iranian narrative on his visit to Riyadh delighted the Israelis. 
Netanyahu has said in the past that he could support the API with “modifications”. The 
Palestinians have always rejected revisions – and are likely to fear that the Saudis and their 
Gulf allies may be prepared to settle for less than independence. Still, openly improved 
relations remain unlikely without significant progress on the Palestinian front. 
“Ending the occupation of our country will pave the way towards implementing the Arab 
Peace Initiative, and would aid efforts spent on fighting off terrorism and extremism in 
both the region and the world,” as Abbas put it. 
It remains to be seen whether, 15 years on, the API can become an active element of the 
search for Israeli-Palestinian peace. 
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Trump declares 'rare opportunity' for peace as overseas tour 
stops in Israel 
US president and Israeli prime minister speak of hope for regional deal but words shed 
little light on how to achieve it 
Peter BeaumontFirst published on Monday 22 May 2017 18.12 AEST 

Donald Trump has said he has “a rare opportunity to bring security and stability and 
peace” to the Middle East after arriving in Israel on the second leg of his first foreign tour 
as US president. 
Trump was greeted on the tarmac at Ben Gurion airport by the Israeli prime minister, 
Benjamin Netanyahu, and the president, Reuven Rivlin. 
Descending the steps of Air Force One with his wife, Melania – and apparently referring to 
the planning problems that have overshadowed a trip Israeli officials have described 
privately as “chaotic” – Trump asked Netanyahu: “What is the protocol?” Throwing up his 
hands, the PM replied: “Who knows?” 
In joint statements on the tarmac, Trump and Netanyahu referred to hopes of a wider 
peace deal in the region, comments that were heavy on rhetoric but light on details of how 
that could be achieved. 
Netanyahu noted “the forceful” speech delivered by Trump the previous day in Saudi 
Arabia, when he “called on all nations to drive out terrorists and extremists”. 
“Israel’s hand is extended in peace to all our neighbours, including the Palestinians,” 
Netanyahu said. 
Trump praised Israel, saying it had “built one of the great civilisations: a strong, resilient, 
determined nation” that he said was “forged in the commitment that we can never allow 
the horrors and atrocities of the last century to be repeated”. 
“During my travels in recent days, I have found new reasons for hope,” Trump added. “We 
have before us a rare opportunity to bring security and stability and peace to this region 
and its people, defeating terrorism and creating a future of harmony, prosperity and peace, 
but we can only get there working together. There is no other way.” 
Officials on all sides have played down hopes of an imminent breakthrough in peace 
negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians – described by Trump before his trip as his 
“ultimate deal”. 
Among the officially invited guests at the airport were Israeli ministers, security figures, 
and religious leaders. Some ministers had been ordered to attend by Netanyahu after the 
prime minister reportedly discovered that a number planned to skip the reception. 
Sara Netanyahu, the prime minister’s wife, was captured by a hot mic telling US first lady 
Melania Trump: “The majority of the people of Israel, unlike the media, they love us, so we 
tell them how you are great and they love you.” 

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div 
class="submessage"><a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8dGrlwAjAo" 
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target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable JavaScript 
if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div> 
'They love us': Trumps and Netanyahus overheard in Israel – video 
From Ben Gurion airport Trump flew by helicopter to Jerusalem for his first official 
engagement with Rivlin at the president’s official residence. In public remarks made 
alongside Rivlin, Trump reiterated criticisms of Iran that he had also made in Saudi 
Arabia. 
“The United States and Israel can declare with one voice that Iran must never be allowed to 
possess a nuclear weapon – never, ever – and must cease its deadly funding, training and 
equipping of terrorists and militias, and it must cease immediately,” Trump said. 
On Monday afternoon, he made private visits in the Old City at the Church of the Holy 
Sepulchre and the Western Wall, Judaism’s holiest site, accompanied by his wife, daughter 
Ivanka and son-in-law Jared Kushner, but without any Israeli government officials. 

Trump visits the Western Wall on Monday. Photograph: Mandel Ngan/AFP/Getty Images 
Later on Monday Trump is due to hold talks with Netanyahu and make more remarks to 
the press, before dining with the PM. 
In his brief time in Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories, Trump hopes to re-
invigorate an Israeli-Palestinian peace process that has been moribund since 2014. 
On the eve of Trump’s arrival, Israeli ministers approved measures aimed at improving the 
Palestinian economy and facilitating crossings, initiatives said to have been made at the US 
president’s request hours before his arrival. 
The “confidence-building measures” – announced ahead of his talks with the Palestinian 
president, Mahmud Abbas, on Tuesday – include the enlargement of a Palestinian 
industrial zone on the edge of the southern West Bank. 
The moves are likely to be seen as small beer by most Palestinians. “It is all incredibly 
small stuff,” one Palestinian official told the Guardian. “Most of what has been mentioned 
is either vague or covered under previous agreements. It is management of occupation. The 
same non-solution that Netanyahu has always pursued.” 
Some of the moves – not least plans to issue more building permits to Palestinians in so-
called Area C, the 60% of the West Bank under full Israeli security and administrative 
control – are opposed by key ministers in Netanyahu’s coalition. 
Trump has sent mixed signals about how he will approach the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
He cast uncertainty over years of international efforts to foster a two-state solution when 
he met Netanyahu at the White House in February. 
During his election campaign, Trump advocated breaking with decades of precedent by 
moving the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, alarming Palestinians. He has since 
said the move was still being looked at. 
After visiting Israel and the Palestinian territories, Trump will head to the Vatican as well 
as Brussels and Italy for Nato and G7 meetings. 
The foreign trip comes as he contends with a series of problems at home, including a 
special counsel investigating alleged collusion with Russia. 
As Trump arrived, Palestinians in the West Bank observed a general strike in solidarity 
with hunger-striking prisoners in Israeli jails. 
But in a sign of the difficulties ahead for Trump’s peace initiative, hundreds of protesters 
blocked roads in cities and towns of the West Bank as the hunger strike entered its 36th 
day on Monday. A Palestinian advocacy group said several of the hundreds of hunger-
striking prisoners have been treated in hospital. 
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Palestinian prisoners end six-week hunger strike after 
reaching deal 
May 28 2017 - 4:55PM 

Tel Aviv: Hundreds of Palestinians jailed in Israeli prisons ended a six-week-old hunger 
strike on Saturday that marked the re-emergence of a popular Palestinian politician 
serving multiple life terms for murder. 
Led by Marwan Barghouti, a militant from the ruling Fatah party and a political rival to 
Palestinian Authority president Mahmoud Abbas, the strike included nearly 1600 
prisoners during the last month, making it the largest such prisoner demonstration in 
recent memory. 

The hunger strike stirred grassroots solidarity demonstrations throughout the Israeli-
occupied West Bank and even garnered expressions of support from Fatah's main political 
rival, the Islamist movement Hamas. It ratcheted up popular pressure on Abbas during the 
visit of US President Donald Trump to the West Bank city of Bethlehem on May 23. 
The end of the hunger strike comes on the eve of the Muslim observance of the holy month 
of Ramadan, a period of daily fasting which could have further endangered the health of 
the participants.   
Hundreds of Palestinians clapped and danced to festive music in the West Bank city of 
Ramallah on Saturday as leaders of the prisoners' campaign declared that the striking 
inmates had "prevailed" over Israel by forcing the prison authorities to negotiate on the 
conditions for some 6300 Palestinians in Israeli jails. 
Following talks between Israel, the prisoner leadership and the International Red Cross, 
the sides agreed to increase the frequency of family visits for the inmates. 
"This is an important step towards full respect of the rights of Palestinian prisoners under 
international law,'' the Free Marwan Barghouti campaign said. 
The United Nations Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, Nickolay 
Mladenov, welcomed the agreement, and, in a statement urged the sides to "avoid similar 
heightened tensions in the future". 

A spokeswoman for the Israel Prison Service confirmed the agreement, but denied the 
strike had forced the authorities to negotiate over conditions in the jails with the prisoner 
representatives. 
According to the prison service, nearly 1600 Palestinian prisoners participated at one time 
or another during the strike. By the end of strike, 850 were still participating. 
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Palestinian political analysts said the strike was a boost for Barghouti, who is seen as 
leading candidate  at a time of widespread speculation about who will succeed the 82-year-
old Abbas as Fatah leader. 
The strike began in mid-April, with an op-ed in The New York Times penned by Barghouti, 
who protested "ill-treatment of Palestinian prisoners". Midway through the hunger strike, 
Israeli authorities made public a video purporting to show Barghouti in his prison cell 
eating a candy bar. Palestinians challenged the authenticity of the video, which actually 
helped boost support for Barghouti and the hunger strikers. 

 

Fadwa Barghouti, centre, in front of a picture of her husband during the third week of the 
hunger strike with Qaddoura Fares, right, who heads an advocacy group for Palestinian 
prisoners. Photo: AP 
Barghouti, who was jailed by Israel in 2002 at the height of a campaign of Palestinian 
suicide bombings and shooting attacks in Israeli cities, is seen by some as a potential 
peacemaker because of grassroots appeal among Palestinians and his support for 
negotiations with Israel. In 2004, he was convicted by a Tel Aviv district court of murder in 
three attacks that left five dead. He was also convicted of being a member of a terrorist 
group.   
"There is a narrative being drawn up that this is a victory, so it is a victory," said Daoud 
Kuttab, a Palestinian political analyst based in Jordan. "There is a perception this is a 
victory for the prisoners, and for Marwan [Barghouti], because he embarked on a strike the 
Palestinian Authority wasn't that excited about."  
Los Angeles Times 
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“Why Palestine? Because it is a just cause, a noble ideal, a moral quest for equality and human 
rights” — Edward Saïd  
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